**Stars in our schools**

**Branded materials**

---

**How to order**

**TC Branding**

For items that are ordered from TC please make sure you place your order by **16 October (10 October for the stress stars)**. Call TC direct on 01844 275 700 or email unison@tc-group.co.uk to discuss your order. Prices and availability vary depending on order quantities and are available from TC.

**UNISON online catalogue**

Items from UNISON's online catalogue can be ordered by UNISON branches from: unison.org.uk/onlinecatalogue

Any queries should be emailed to stockorders@unison.co.uk

---

**Stars in our schools**

---

**Branded materials**

- **Pencil**, stock number 3667, order from TC
- **Paper bag**, stock number 3605, order from UNISON
- **A5 Notepad**, stock number 3665, order from TC
- **Canvas bag**, stock number 3554, order from TC
- **Mug**, stock number 3666, order from TC
- **Ruler**, stock number 3669, order from TC
- **Pen**, stock number 3659, order from TC
- **Sticker**, stock number 3488, order from UNISON
- **Drinks mat**, stock number 3662, order from UNISON
- **Stress star**, stock number 3658.

There is a minimum order level for the star. If orders do not reach that level the stars will not be produced.

Cut-off date for stress star orders is **10 October**, order from TC.

---

**I'm a star in my school**

---

**Branded materials**

- **Sticker**, stock number 3488, order from UNISON. 50mm diameter, 16 stickers per sheet
- **Badge**, stock number 3555, order from TC 45mm diameter
- **Star shaped mints**, stock number 3802, branded "You're a Star in your school!" Order from TC

---

**Stars in our schools**

---

**Branded materials**

- **Pen**, stock number 3659, order from TC
- **Sticker**, stock number 3488, order from UNISON
- **Ruler**, stock number 3669, order from TC
- **Mug**, stock number 3666, order from TC
- **Pencil**, stock number 3667, order from TC
- **Paper bag**, stock number 3605, order from UNISON
- **A5 Notepad**, stock number 3665, order from TC
- **Canvas bag**, stock number 3554, order from TC
- **Stress star**, stock number 3658.

There is a minimum order level for the star. If orders do not reach that level the stars will not be produced.

Cut-off date for stress star orders is **10 October**, order from TC.